AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS

AFTER YOUR
HARD WORK
IS DONE,
OURS IS JUST
BEGINNING.

When it comes to motor oils, one thing has always held
true: You Get Out What You Put In. So if you’re looking
for performance, you have to pour performance. And
nothing performs like Kendall® Motor Oil with LiquiTek.™
Masterfully engineered with pure base oils and
advanced additive packages. Kendall with LiquiTek
offers everything for any engine—from the compact,
high-performance engines rolling off car lots today
to the millions of legacy engines with thousands and
thousands of miles that are all still motoring well into
the future.
LiquiTek’s core chemistry protects engines from the
harsh realities of combustible physics. And better wear
protection is just the beginning.
Kendall Motor Oil with LiquiTek. Science is back. And
it’s better than ever.
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BUMPER-TOBUMPER PROTECTION.

A ENGINE

Whether it’s engine oil, transmission fluid or gear lubrication, Kendall® has a broad line of quality products dedicated to the
preservation of vehicles. With Kendall, drivers can rest assured that their automotive lubrication needs are fully covered.

B TRANSMISSION

D GREASE POINTS

C DIFFERENTIAL/AXLE

Good

Multipurpose

API GL-5

Wheel bearing and chassis

GT-1® High Performance
with LiquiTek™

VersaTrans ® LV
VersaTrans

L-427 Super Blu ®

Better

Dexron®-III H/Mercon®

Super Three Star ® Gear Lube
SHP ® Synthetic Gear Lube
NS-MP Hypoid Gear Lube

GT-1 HP Elite with LiquiTek
GT-1 Endurance with LiquiTek

Classic ATF®
VersaTrans LV

Best

Continuously Variable Transmission
VersaTrans CVT Plus

GT-1 Max with LiquiTek

Water washout/Corrosion-resistant
SHP Grease

Limited-Slip
Special Limited-Slip Gear Lube
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For the complete line of Kendall products visit KendallMotorOil.com
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When you pour in Kendall® GT-1,® you get out maximum performance. Every one of our passenger car motor oils

MEET THE GT-1 TEAM.

contains a tailored formula specifically designed to provide engines with maximum protection from wear, corrosion
and deposits. These proven products have been extensively tested on the road and in the lab, and are engineered to
extend engine life, so your customers keep rolling for miles and miles.

PASSENGER CAR MOTOR OIL

GOOD
GT-1 High
Performance
Our synthetic blend
automotive engine
oil designed to provide
excellent engine
protection for gasolinefueled and flex-fuel
passenger cars and
light trucks under all
operating conditions.

BETTER

BEST

GT-1 HP Elite

GT-1 Max

Our premium synthetic
blend automotive

Our full synthetic
automotive engine
oil designed to provide

engine oil designed to
provide technologically
advanced engine
protection for gasoline-

GT-1 Euro
Our premium-

GT-1 Euro+
Our premium-quality,

quality, full synthetic,
full-SAPS motor

full synthetic, lowSAPS oil specifically

oil designed for
high-peformance

designed for highpeformance European

European gasoline
engines.

diesel engines.

GT-1 Competition
Our conventional
automotive engine oil
designed for gasolineand alcohol-fueled
high-performance
street racing
and competition
vehicles. Works with

GT-1 Competition
Nitro 70
Our high-quality,
competitiongrade automotive
engine oil specially
formulated for use in
nitromethane- and
alcohol-fueled drag-

turbochargers and

racing vehicles.

GT-1 Endurance
High Mileage
Our synthetic blend
automotive engine oil
specially designed for
use in gasoline-fueled
vehicles with more than
75,000 miles.

GT-1 Motor Oil
Our conventional
automotive engine
oil designed for use
in gasoline-fueled
passenger cars and
light trucks that do
not require an
ILSAC GF-6 oil for
warranty coverage.

superchargers.

OIL SUPPLEMENT

maximum engine
protection for gasolinefueled and flex-fuel
passenger cars and
light trucks under all

fueled and flex-fuel
passenger cars and
light trucks under all

operating conditions.

operating conditions.

GT-1 Max 0W-20 and
5W-30 are licensed for
dexos1® Gen 2 approval.

GT-1 High Mileage Booster
Our high mileage booster is the
first pour-in oil supplement that,
when used as directed, results
in a blend that meets current
API and ILSAC performance
standards. Combined with GT-1
High Performance, it becomes
a synthetic blend formula that
mirrors GT-1 Endurance.
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For the complete line of Kendall products visit KendallMotorOil.com
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THE NEW
GF-6 SPECS.

GT-1® HIGH
MILEAGE BOOSTER

To meet new standards for fuel economy and emissions, OEMs are using new engine technologies

The industry’s first oil supplement that, when used as directed, results in a blend that meets current API and

like stop-start and direct injection with turbocharging. These new engines require more advanced

ILSAC performance standards. Reduce inventory cost and space with our pour-in solution.

motor oils, so Kendall worked with OEMs and industry to develop a new standard: ILSAC GF-6 and
®

API SP. The new formulations that exceed this standard help protect wear in the new engine systems
and keeps them running cleaner for longer. It also increases fuel efficiency, decreases carbon
emissions and prevents low-speed pre-ignition.

COMPARISON OF GF-6,
GF-5/SN PLUS, AND GF-4.

Synthetic Blend:

With the new standard, comes a couple of new designations

Combined with GT-1 High Performance, it becomes a synthetic
blend formula that mirrors GT-1 Endurance.

and new looks. ILSAC GF-6A standard will recognize approved
oils that meet the API SP standard and meet the fuel economy
specifications. Certification for 0W-20, 5W-20, 5W-30 and
10W-30 oils will be indicated by the familiar traditional starburst.
The 0W-16 can also meet ILSAC GF-6 and API SP but since it
Corrosion

is new it will have the new certification mark for GF-6B. Heavier

LSPI

Valvetrain Wear

grades like 10W-40 and 20W-50 will be certified to the API SP
standard only and not carry an ILSAC certification mark. For
ILSAC GF-6 A, you’ll see the familiar traditional starburst.

Chain Wear

Sludge Control

Seal
Compatibility

Viscosity
Increase

Volatility

GF-6A

GF-6B

FE Retention

High-temp Deposits

Full Synthetic:

Catalyst
Compatibility

0W-16

0W-20
5W-20
5W-30
10W-30

Fuel Economy

Add to GT-1 Max to create a full synthetic high mileage oil

Product Performance
GF-6

GF-5/SN PLUS

GF-4

Kendall automotive products are available in all mainstream packaging sizes—including our convenient Bag-In-Box display.

55 GAL. DRUM
5

16 GAL. KEG

5 GAL. PAIL

2.5 GAL. JUG

1.25 GAL. JUG

1 GAL. JUG

1 QT. BOTTLE

1 QT. BOTTLE
WITH APPLICATOR

14 OZ. TUBE

6 GAL. BAG-IN-BOX
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Don’t forget, Kendall® is more than just motor oil. We offer an extensive range of products to deal with nearly every

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
FLUID, GREASES & GEAR OIL.

type of lube, tube, gizmo or gadget a gearhead could ask for. In particular, our Super Three Star® synthetic gear
lubricant is specifically formulated to provide long service life and extend gear life in automotive differentials operating
under varying speeds, loads, temperatures and torques.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID

GREASES

L-427 Super Blu ®
Our extreme pressure
(EP) lithium-complex

SHP ® Grease
Our extreme pressure
(EP) calcium sulfonate
grease specially
developed for use
in industrial and
automotive equipment
operating in wet or
corrosive environments.

grease developed
for the lubrication
of automotive and
industrial equipment
operating under heavy
loads and at moderate
to high temperatures.

GEAR OIL

VersaTrans ® LV
Our full synthetic,
low-viscosity (LV)

VersaTrans
Our premium-quality,
synthetic blend

transmission fluid
approved for use in

transmission fluid
specially designed

passenger car and
light-truck automatic

for use in automatic
transmissions that

transmissions that
require a Ford
MERCON ® LV or GM

require a Ford

DEXRON ® -VI fluid.

MERCON V fluid and
other applications.

Classic ATF ®
Our transmission fluid
formulated for use in
domestic and import
engines that previously
specified a GM
DEXRON-III H or Ford
MERCON fluid.

VersaTrans CVT Plus
Our premium
quality, full-synthetic
transmission fluid
specifically designed
for use in passenger
cars and trucks with
belt and chain driven
continuously variable
transmissions as
well as step type
automatic transmissions.

SHP Syngear FE
Our full synthetic,
fuel-efficient API GL-5
automotive gear lubricant
designed for use in
passenger car and truck
axles with hypoid gear
sets operating in extreme
temperatures or under
severe driving conditions.
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Super Three Star
Synthetic Gear Lubricant
Our full synthetic, API GL-5

NS-MP Hypoid
Gear Lubricant
Our multipurpose, API

automotive gear lubricant
specially designed for

GL-5 automotive gear
lubricant specifically

long-drain service and
extended warranty

designed for use in
passenger car and

protection in passenger
car and truck axles with

truck axles with hypoid
gear sets.

Special Limited-Slip Gear
Lubricant
Our extreme pressure
(EP), API GL-5, SAE
80W-90 automotive gear
oil specially formulated
to satisfy the lubrication
needs of most limited-slip
rear axles.

hypoid gear sets.

For the complete line of Kendall products visit KendallMotorOil.com
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To see the full line of Kendall® products
visit KendallMotorOil.com. For more
information, call our Technical Support
Hotline at 1.877.445.9198.

© Phillips 66 Company. Kendall® and its respective logos and products are registered trademarks of Phillips 66 Company in the U.S.A. and other countries. BL-KEN-202724

